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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a technique of question type identifi-
cation for multi-sentence queries in open domain question-
answering. Based on observations of queries in real question-
answering services on the Web, we propose a method to de-
compose a multi-sentence query into question items and to
identify their question types.

The proposed method is an efficient sentence-chunking based
technique by using a machine learning method, namely Con-
ditional Random Fields. Our method can handle a multi-
sentence query comprising multiple question items, as well
as traditional single sentence queries in the same framework.

Based on the evaluation results, we discuss possible enhance-
ment to improve the accuracy and robustness.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.4 [Information Systems]: Information Storage and
Retrieval, Systems and Software

General Terms
Design, experimentation, management, performance

Keywords
question type identification, multi-sentence queries, web doc-
uments, question-answering system

1. INTRODUCTION
Question type identification is an essential component of var-
ious information access metods such as question-answering
systems, information retrieval, dialogue systems, and other
applications. It is the initial stage of the internal process-
ing flow of the application, thus its accuracy exerts a major
effect on the accuracy of the entire application. This paper
proposes a question type identification method for multi-
sentence queries in question-answering(QA) systems.
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In recent years, we have focused on the extraction of proce-
dural expressions from web pages to provide answers to the
How-to questions in open domain question-answering[18]. In
the early stages of the study, we concentrated on extracting
answer candidates, based on the assumption that the cor-
rect question type was given. In the latest study, we aimed
to automatically identify classes of How-to type questions
in web texts, such as blogs or e-mails, and then started re-
search targeting the texts in question-answering services on
the Web.

Most previous studies of open domain question-answering
have dealt with single sentence queries. However, in the ac-
tual fields requiring question type identification, such as call
centers of enterprises and Internet information services, they
must frequently handle multi-sentence queries. Moreover, a
single query often includes multiple questions.

A multi-sentence query often contains contents that are not
directly used for question type identification, such as greet-
ings or apologies. For extracting only sentences which need
question type identification, irrelevant sentences must be re-
moved so that the question type can be correctly identified.

Although some previous research works have studied the
question type identification of multi-sentence queries, many
of them rely on pattern matching. Open domain QA must
handle a variety of questions, meaning approaches requiring
manually created patterns are costly. Therefore, the au-
tomatic acquisition of such patterns is required, even on a
partial basis.

This paper presents an approach to question type identifi-
cation as a chunking problem of sentences, which combines
N-grams of words and other features used for question sen-
tence type identification via a machine learning technique
called Conditional Random Field (CRFs).

We performed evaluations and experiments, and investigated
the effectiveness of the proposed approach. We also report
herein the accuracy of the question segment extraction re-
quired for question type identification and the accuracy of
question type identification separately. Finally, we discuss
individual effective features based on the results of analyses.

2. QUESTION SEGMENTATION AND TYPE
IDENTIFICATION



Even when I sleep enough every night, I'm very tired all day.

My friends tell me that these symptoms resemble depression, but 

what is the definition of depression?

In my office, I have no time to relax because of my post.

My wife is concerned about my recent condition and 

recommends that I see the doctor.

How do other directors like me manage their work stress?

Please let me know if you have good advice.
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Figure 1: Example of a Multi-Sentence Query.

Figure 1 shows an example of a multi-sentence query in web
question-answering services. In this example, the sentences
are numbered sequentially. The single query includes two
questions; one described by sentence s2 and another by sen-
tences s5 and s6 respectively. In this paper, a set of sentences
describing a single question, such as s5 and s6, is called a
question segment. Therefore, the query shown in Figure 1
includes two question segments. A variety of question seg-
ments are conceivable: however, in this paper, a question
segment is assumed to be the shortest series of sentences
describing a question. Question type identification herein
means extracting question segments and identifying their
question types.

Comparing single sentence queries in previous work, it is not
clear what characteristics are effective in extracting question
segments from a multi-sentence query and identifying their
question type. The characteristics for question type iden-
tification in previous research must be reviewed in an eval-
uation of question segments including multiple sentences.
With this in mind, we therefore annotated actual multi-
sentence queries and analyzed the characteristics that were
necessary for question segment extraction and question type
identification.

3. QUESTION TYPE ANNOTATION
As an operator of question-answering services that provides
answers for questions from unrestricted users in the Inter-
net, we chose “Oshiete! goo.”1 We studied 2,234 queries
obtained from articles in 21 categories of “Oshiete! goo”
such as town/local information, healthcare, and so forth.
The average number of sentences per query is 5.7 and its
deviation is 3.9. The average length and deviation of a sen-
tence are 73.9 bytes and 51.8 respectively.

Question types were manually tagged based on the ten kinds
of question types, namely Yes-No, Name, Description, Eval-
uation, How-to, Reason, Location, Time, Consultation and
Other. Their definitions are detailed in other publications[17].
The annotators tagged passages considered necessary to iden-
tify one question and its question type. Consequently, one
question was expressed by a set of several text passages. The
boundary of tagged passages were allowed to be in any place
and not necessarily at the start or end of a sentence. More-

1http://oshiete.goo.ne.jp/

Table 1: Classified Given Question Types.

Question-Types Number of Passages
Yes-No(Y) 1709 / .43
Description(D) 636 / .59
Name(N) 454 / .71
How-to(W) 325 / .79
Reason(R) 304 / .87
Location(L) 197 / .92
Evaluation(E) 141 / .95
Consultation(C) 106 / .98
Time(T) 63 / 1.00
Oters(OT) 10 / 1.00
Total 3945

over, only one question type was allowed to be assigned to
a passage, meaning no overlapped passages tagged in differ-
ent question types could be contained in a single sentence.
The annotators annotated question types without seeing its
answer or question title.

The corpus was divided into two, and two annotators A and
B classified the respective articles. Furthermore, 234 queries
collected in 2001 were tagged by another annotator C from
annotators A and B. The question type annotation results
of annotator C were then compared with those of annotators
A and B to calculate the inter-annotator agreement.

The results of this question type annotation are shown in Ta-
ble 1. The right column in the table indicates the frequency
of tagged passages for each question type where they are
arranged in the descending order of frequency from the top.
The adjacent values of each frequency, meanwhile, indicate
their cumulative ratio of frequencies to the total frequency
of all passages.

In total, there are 1252 articles, each containing multiple
question items and 3945 question segments related to their
question items were confirmed. The number of question
items per article was 1.77. There were 98 questions where
the passage corresponding to one question item was con-
tained in multiple sentences and 188 sentences each con-
taining multiple question items, accounting for about 5% of
all sentences containing question items.

The agreement for question type annotation was calculated
on a sentence-by-sentence basis. The question type was an-
notated for passages, consequently, the question type for a
sentence is not confirmed in this state. The question type
of a passage is assigned to a sentence containing the pas-
sage, while a sentence containing multiple question items
was handled as having multiple question types. In this case,
the agreement for question type annotation was assumed to
agree when all the question types of the sentence matched.
The F-measure as used in the evaluation of MUC2 was used
for the inter-annotator agreement for question type annota-
tion.

After calculating the inter-annotator agreement for question

2http://www–nlpir.nist.gov/related projects/muc/proceedings
/muc 7 proceedings/muc7 score intro.pdf



types, variations of inter-annotator agreement were found to
occur depending on the question types, with the Yes–No and
Location types achieving the highest agreement at 0.7. For
sentences containing multiple question items, all the tagged
question types need to match, meaning the agreement tends
to be low. When the agreement was calculated excluding
sentences containing multiple question items, the F-measure
was 0.8 in the Yes–No type, the Location type, and the How–
to type with the highest agreement, while the agreements of
other question types stayed low.

4. CHUNKING-BASED IDENTIFICATION
Our goal is to extract question segments in a query and
identify their question types. When a question segment is
defined as a sequence of sentences, our task can be perceived
as assigning a label to each sentence, which is indicated ei-
ther inside or outside of the question segments, namely the
so-called labeling or chunking problem.

Chunking is a process of identifying chunks that indicate
some sort of visual or semantic unit. In natural language
processing, chunking is used to find various kinds of units,
such as noun phrase, paragraph, named entities and lexi-
cal and grammatical units. In our case, the target unit is
question segments.

Although there are various ways to represent chunks, we
adopted a method assigning a status to each sentence, which
permits the use of the same framework as one for the con-
ventional problem of tagging morphemes and noun phrases.
For this task, previous methods such as Inside/Outside [13,
14] and Start/End [21] were proposed. Kudo et. al.[8] sum-
marized them into five expressions of IOB1, IOB2, IOE1,
IOE2, and IOBES(Start/End). Firstly, the following ten
kinds of conditions are defined;

I1 The sentence is part of the chunk.

I2 The sentence is a middle sentence other than that at the
start or end of the chunk, consisting of three sentences
or more.

B1 The sentence is at the start of the chunk immediately
following a chunk.

B2 The sentence is at the start of chunk.

B3 The sentence is the one at the start of the chunk con-
sisting of two sentences or more.

E1 The sentence is at the end of the chunk immediately
preceding a chunk.

E2 The sentence is at the end of chunk.

E3 The sentence is at the end of the chunk consisting of
two sentences or more.

S The sentence composes one chunk by itself.

O The sentence is not included in any chunk.

At this time, IOB1, IOB2, IOE1, IOE2, and IOBES are
models that perform tagging to meet the following rules
based on the combination of conditions above;

Even when I ...s１

In my office ...s３
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Figure 2: Example Assignment of Chunk Labels.

IOB1 I1, O, B1

IOB2 I1, O, B2

IOE1 I1, O, E1

IOE2 I1, O, E2

IOBES I2, O, B3, E3, S

Examples tagged by IOB1, IOB2, IOE1, IOE2, and IOBES
are shown in Figure 2.

In order to indicate the question type of a chunk, a tag
indicating the question type is linked to a tag indicating a
portion in the chunk such as B, E, I, and S with a hyphen
“-”. For example, the B-W of IOB2 in Figure 3 indicates
the start sentence of question segment 4 annotated How-to
question type by the “-W” tag. Identically, “B-D” means
the sentence is the first sentence in a question segment stated
Description question type by “-D” tag.

4.1 Overview of the proposed technique
The processing flow in the proposed technique of question
type identification follows the steps in the list below;

Step 1 Divide a question article into sentences, each of
which is terminated with a period “.”.

Step 2 Carry out chunking with respect to each article.

Step 3 Extract question segments labeled with their ques-
tion types.

The chunker divides a sequence of sentences into question
segments and other chunks and a chunk tag is assigned to
each sentence. The chunk tags used are of five types, namely
IOB1, IOB2, IOE1, IOE2, IOBES, and the IO-tag that does
not distinguish B/E/S tags from the I-tag. Sentences not
involved in the identification of question types are assigned



Even when I sleep enough every night, I'm very tired all day.

My friends tell me that these symptoms resemble depression, but 

what is the definition of depression?

In my office, I have no time to relax because of my post.

My wife is concerned about my recent condition and recommends  

that I see the doctor.

How do other directors like me manage their work stress?

Please let me know if you have good advice.
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Figure 3: Extracting Question Segments and Iden-
tifying Question Types.

the O-tag, while those sentences constituting a question seg-
ment are assigned a tag consisting of the combination of one
of the letters I, B, E, and S and one of the letters stating the
question type such as W and D. For example, I-W tag and
B-D tag represent the portion in the chunk and the question
type. Figure 3 shows an example of composition of chunks
using the IOB-tags. A chunker learns a chunking model
from the pairs of sentences and their chunk tags as shown
in Figure 3. To extract question segments from a query, a
chunk tag is assigned to each sentence. Subsequently, sen-
tences labeled with the same type, such as “-D” and “-W”,
are chunked by post-processing. Consequently, a question
segment is extracted as a chunk and the question type is
assigned to the question segment based on the chunk tag.

4.2 Conditional random fields(CRFs)
The Conditional Random Fields(CRFs) is a sequence mod-
eling framework that has a single exponential model for
the joint probability of the entire sequence of labels given
the observation sequence. CRFs perform better than Hid-
den Markov Models(HMMs) and Maximum Entropy Models
when the true data distribution has higher-order dependen-
cies than the model, as often appears in practical cases and
have thus been recently used in bioinformatics and natural
language processing. The advantages of CRFs on which we
focused attention are as follows; (1) There is no need to as-
sume the independency of random variables as with those
in the Markov model, (2) Since a model is described with
conditional random variables, the model parameters can be
estimated without calculating the distribution of random
variables in the condition. One report points out that CRFs
provide performances similar to that of the HMMs with the
number of training cases less than that needed for the HMMs
in the order of sample of 1 to one-several-tenths [5].

For a set of feature function F , let the number of locations
where a feature f ∈ F holds for a combination (x, y) of
random variables x and y be φf (x, y), and let a vector whose
elements are φf (x, y) be Φ(x, y). The variable x is a input
symbol for the conditions of a model and the varibale y
is a label that the model outputs. Let the significance of
feature f be represented by θf and a vector including θf as
its elements be Θ. Subsequently, the degree of confidence of
giving a label can be expressed by equation (1).

〈Θ, Φ(x, y)〉 =
X

f∈F

θf φf (x, y) (1)

Using this, let equation (2) defines a conditional probabil-
ity Pr(y|x). This is an expression directly to represent the
probability model of a CRF.

Pr(y|x) =
exp〈Θ, Φ(x, y)〉

P

y∈Y exp〈Θ, Φ(x, y)〉 (2)

where Y is a set of labels.

The detailed model of CRF can be found in the previous
studies[10, 5].

4.3 Experimental settings
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed technique, we
conducted an experiment to extract question segments and
identify question types in actual question articles. Exclud-
ing articles satisfing one of conditions below a), b), and c)
apply, we chose 954 queries from 2234 queries in the corpus
described in Section 3 as the dataset for our experiments.

a) The queries include the Yes–No type or the Other type.

b) The queries include sentences that have different ques-
tion types in one sentence.

c) The queries do not include a question described in mul-
tiple non-adjacent sentences.

The Yes–No type could be interpreted as other question
types. For example, “Do you know how to install this soft-
ware?” can be answered by Yes or No, however this question
asks you a method, which make it a How-to type question,
requiring different handling to other question types. Hence
we decided not to include the Yes–No type in our present
study. Since questions including multiple questions in a sen-
tence require pre-processing not directly involved in sentence
chunking, those are not covered in the present study, either.
Under the definition of the question segment in Section 2,
there is no guarantee that a question segment can consist
of only adjacent sentences. In fact, in the results of the
question type annotation we conducted, there are multiple
non-adjacent sentences grouped into the same question seg-
ments. Because of the lack of such cases, the experiments
in this paper eliminate queries, including question segments
consisting of non-adjacent sentences. Sentences were seg-
mented by periods alone, with one question type assigned to
a single sentence. As in the question type annotation in the
previous section, a question type of a sentence was defined
to be the question type of passages in the sentence. For the
question types in this experiment we used those proposed
during the past QA Workshop [15] and those with unique
tags defined based on the results of the previous study by
Tamura et.al.[19].

The chunking features are composed of uni-gram and bi-
gram of parts of speech. After feature selection using the
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Figure 4: Example of the Data Format in the Learn-
ing and Testing of Chunking When the Window Size
Equals to Three Sentences.

frequency of features in the learning corpus, a thousand fre-
quent parts of speech are stored. Additionally, we performed
an experiment exploiting only several words at the beginning
and end of sentences. The reason is that symbols, function
words such as question marks, and auxiliaries at the ends of
sentences, are expected to be effective for the extraction of
question segments. Identically, interrogatives at the begin-
ning of sentences are thought to work well for question type
identification.

For chunk tag sets, we exploited five types mentioned in
the previous sections, namely IOB1, IOB2, IOE1, IOE2,
IOBES, and the IO types that do not distinguish two adja-
cent question segments. As a CRF implementation, we used
CRF++3 developed by Kudo and the learning parameters
were set in default values.

The features used in this experiment were only combinations
of part–of–speech(POS). Uni-gram and bi-gram of POS, and
n words from the beginning or the end of a sentence were
exploited and the number n was varied from 1 to 5. In the
case of only the uni-gram, two tests were conducted both in
the feature set only including content words only and in the
feature set including all words respectively. Figure 4 repre-
sents the format of the feature set of learning and test data
for CRF++, which is a matrix of sentence features. Each
column is assigned to one feature and each cell in this ma-
trix indicates a feature value corresponding to the sentence.
In this experiment, the values of the features are binary.

In Figure 4 w1, w2, ..., and wm indicate the top m words in
frequent words ranking in the dataset, and w1,m+1, w2,m+2,
w7,m+n the n words at the end of each sentence. The ‘nil’ in-
dicates that those features are not included in the sentence.

As shown in Figure 4, the feature columns can be divided
into several groups of columns, some of which were exploited
in combination. A sequence of sentences are used as the
context of a targeted sentence in the process of chunking.
We define a “window” as a sequence of contextual sentences
exploited in chunking. The window size varied in the fol-

3http://chasen.org/˜taku/software/CRF++/

Table 2: Summary of Experimental Settings.

Features Set1 : uni-gram of all/content words
Set2 : uni-gram + bi-gram of all words
Set3 : n POSs at the end of sentence(n=1-5)
Set4 : n POSs at sentence head and end(n=1-5)

Tags IO/IOB1/IOB2/IOE1/IOE2/IOBES
Window one, three and five sentences

Table 3: Accuracy of Chunking.

Uni-All Uni-Con Uni+Bi #Seg’s
Accuracy .29 .18 .29 –
Segmentation .56 .32 .57 1088
Consultation .12 .07 .15 66
Description .3 .11 .34 246
Evaluation .27 .13 .27 80
Location .34 .15 .33 108
Name .34 .20 .30 258
Reason .33 .06 .35 146
Time N/A N/A N/A 13
How-to .5 .26 .47 171

lowing sizes; only target sentences for chunking, three sen-
tences, including one forward and one backward sentence,
and five sentences, including two forward and two backward
sentences of the target. Table 2 summarizes these experi-
mental conditions.

The experimental results were evaluated by the F-measure
and the correct answer rate of chunk identification by a
query is computed such that answers are regarded as correct,
only when being correct both in the segment and in the type.
All evaluations were computed in 2-fold cross-validation.

4.4 Experimental results
Table 3 indicates the evaluations of chunking when varying
experimental settings. In their settings, thousand of words
which appear most frequently in the experimental corpus
are used. Table 3 represents the F-measure value for each of
the question types, and the accuracy is computed by re-
garding a case as the correct estimation when their seg-
ments and question types for all questions in a query are
correctly assigned. These F-measure values are indepen-
dently computed in segment extraction and question type
identification. During the computation of F-measure values
of segmentation, meanwhile, only the segmentation result is
checked.

The accuracy generally shows low performance, meaning
this task cannot be performed accurately with simple word
features. The accuracy of chunking was performed by using
all kinds of parts of speech rather than the use of content
words alone.

No question segment shows high accuracy regardless of fea-
ture selection, but the best performance was obtained by us-
ing all parts of speech in How-to type. Compared with the
results using uni-gram alone and using both uni-gram and



Table 4: Results of Chunking When Varying Win-
dow Size.

Window size
1 3 5

Accuracy .29 .28 .28
Segmentation .57 .57 .60
Consultation .15 N/A .03
Description .34 .33 .32
Evaluation .27 .17 .20
Location .33 .22 .19
Name .3 .28 .28
Reason .35 .3 .28
Time N/A N/A N/A
How-to .47 .41 .41

Table 5: Accuracy of Labeling Sentences with Dif-
ferent Chunk Tag Sets.

IO IOB1 IOB2 IOE1 IOE2 IOBES
I .76 .74 .14 .73 .11 N/A
O .94 .94 .94 .94 .94 .94
B - .16 .74 - - .11
E - - - .13 .73 .15
S - - - - - .72

bi-gram, their segmentation with bi-grams showed slightly
better performance than with uni-grams alone but their type
identification not always. For instance, when adding bi-
gram to uni-gram in features, the accuracy of type iden-
tification was increased in the Description type, contrarily
declined in the How-to type.

Table 4 shows the results of question extraction and type
identification when varying in the window size, with the val-
ues in the cells of this table computed as the same manner
as in Table 3. As shown in Table 4, we obtain no salient
difference in the accuracies of chunking. On the other hand,
there are some differences in question type identification,
along with the changing widow size.

Table 5 presents the performance of question extraction by
using different chunk tag sets. The values in this table in-
dicate F-measures of I/O/B/E/S tags when exloiting each
chunk tag sets. The IO tag set, which cannot recognize ad-
jacent question segments, achieves high F-measure values in
the type identification of I tag. In the IOB1 tag set, a B-tag,
which indicates the boundary of adjacent question segments
shows a lower performance. In the case of the IOB2 tag set,
I-tag, which indicates the inside or end of a question seg-
ment, also shows lower performance. This kind of tendency
is also observed in the experimental results of E-tag in IOE1
and IOE2. When using the IOBES tag set meanwhile, the
S-tag of a question segment with no adjacent question seg-
ment shows a high F-measure but the performance of I/B/E
tags remains lower.

Table 6 shows the confusion matrix of B-* tags. Each col-

Table 6: Distribution of Estimated B-tags for true
B-tags.

Estimated tags
B-C B-D B-E B-L B-N B-R B-W

B-C 0 3/.20 0 2/.13 7/.47 1/.07 2/.13
B-D 1/.02 37/.61 0 0 14/.23 7/.11 2/.03
B-E 1/.07 3/.20 7/.46 0 3/.20 0 1/.07
B-L 1/.04 0 0 6/.21 20/.71 1/.04 0
B-N 0 12/.18 1/.01 5/.07 45/.67 4/.06 1/.01
B-R 0 9/.19 2/.04 2/.04 10/.21 25/.52 0
B-W 0 5/.07 1/.02 2/.03 13/.19 1/.02 45/.67

umn indicates a type of estimated tag. To clarify the chang-
ing between the correct and estimated tags, we choose only
experimental results for queries that comprise a question
segment consisting of a sentence and recounted the frequen-
cies of estimated tags. The B-T tag is eliminated in Table
6, because B-T merely appeared in selected queries for re-
counting.

For most of the question types, the majority involved cases
where the correct tags were estimated, although that is not
the case with B-C and B-L tags. In particular, B-C com-
pletely failed in the estimation. This reveals a tendency
whereby question types such as B-C,B-D,B-L,B-R and B-W
are wrongly classified to B-N type when identification of the
same fails.

Conversely, focusing on How-to type question marked by the
B-W tag, few with tags other than B-W are miscategorized
to B-W. To improve the accuracy of the extraction of How-
to type questions, error categorizations of B-W to B-N must
be avoided. To do so, more detailed error analysis of these
cases is required.

5. DISCUSSION
When failing in question segment extraction, errors often
occur in the boundaries of adjacent question segments and
in the inside of segments comprising two or more sentences.
At the boundaries of adjacent segments, by using IOB2,
IOE2 and IOBES tag sets, performance enhancement was
achieved. When using the IOB2, IOE2 and IOBES, however
the performance of labeling the sentence in the inside of a
chunk contrarily was declined. Because the number of such
chunks is few in our corpus, positive examples for the CRFs
considered to be insufficient.

The experimental results show the opposite natures between
in question segmentation and in question type identifica-
tion when using the same features. In general, it should be
difficult to reveal such two different problems in the same
computational model and the proposed method has not con-
sidered this aspect of the problem. Since the concurrent pro-
cessing of question segmentation and question type identifi-
cation is effective reducing computational cost, we chose this
approach at the beginning of this study. However, we might
need to change the strategy so that we could reduce the
computational cost along with exploiting different models
for question segmentation and question type identification



in the next step.

Another important observation in the experimental result is
that many errors of question segmentation and type identi-
fication occurred in sentences including many ellipses. That
process to identify ellipsis is, known as anaphora resolution
[24, 4, 1, 2], is generally difficult, meaning insufficient accu-
racy has been achieved for use in practical tasks to date. As
an alternative to avoid anaphora resolution, the addition of
sentences probably including elided elements into a chunk
could be considered. From this perspective, I will enhance
question segmentation and question type identification as in
the following paragraphs.

In question segment extraction, the portion and structure of
a question segment in a query have not been identified yet,
thus the bag-of-words approach using words in the query
is plausible. However if a question segment includes many
ellipses, the bag-of-words approach is insufficient to extract
the features of question segments. To solve this problem, it
is worthwhile to perform ellipsis analysis on the entire before
the question segment extraction.

In the experimental results of question type identification,
the performance using only features of a chunked segment,
presents better than that using the features of contextual
sentences before and after the chunked sentence together,
meaning it is difficult to improve the accuracy of question
type identification by simply adding contexts of chunked
sentence. On the other hand, because ellipses in chunked
sentences are problematic in question type identification as
well as question segment extraction, this problem should be
solved.

6. RELATED WORK
Identification of the question types of question sentences has
often been made by pattern matching using lexico-semantic
patterns that consider grammar and word meaning classes.
A similar strategy has been applied to many other question-
answering systems since the success of this method in ques-
tion analysis in early studies of open domain question-answering
[12, 15, 23, 6].

For studies using machine learning, techniques based on
learning algorithms such as a decision tree [26], a maxi-
mum entropy model [3], SNoW [11], and Support Vector
Machines [16, 25] have been proposed. In Support Vec-
tor Machines (SVMs) [22], Suzuki proposed a question type
identification technique using the N-gram of words and their
meaning classes as features. The reports of Suzuki indicate
that SVMs can bring about the best result of question type
identification of conventional learning algorithms such as the
decision tree and maximum entropy model.

Previous studies for multi-sentence queries include the clas-
sification of sentences in question-answering logs that accu-
mulated at the call center of a business. For instance, there
is automatic answering at the help desk of an academic or-
ganization [9, 7] and question type identification for QA
articles at question-answering sites on the Internet [19, 20].

Tamura et.al extracted questions from multi-sentence queries
in articles at question-answering sites on the Internet and

tried to identify the question types of these questions [19].
Tamura et.al., expanding on their initial method, proposed
a technique applicable to cases including multiple question
sentences in a single article [20]. Their technique, how-
ever, depends on manual work for type identification, though
question sentences called core sentences are automatically
extracted, making it unclear how accurately it can identify
question types in a question article including multiple ques-
tions.

Tamura et.al’s technique and ours differ in the following
points. Whereas Tamura et.al target questions consisting
of a single sentence when extracting question segments, our
method extracts questions from a multi-sentence query. In
our data, question type annotation is performed with any
strings whereas their technique tags only sentences. Since
our technique is designed to permit the question type an-
notation of multiple passages for the same question, it can
optionally mark any relations between such passages if nec-
essary for more detailed analysis.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We dealt with the question segmentation and type identi-
fication for multi-sentence queries simultaneously and also
proposed a learning-based technique of question type iden-
tification and showed the evaluation of those methods. The
experimental results clarified the different tendencies of per-
formance between different question types using the same
features of texts, which suggests two directions in the next
step of study: two pass processing, such as the method pro-
posed by Tamura et.al. and acquiring other discriminative
features that are effective in question segment extraction
and the type identification. In particular, as regards ques-
tion type identification, anaphora resolution is demanded to
acquire the key features to discriminate the question types.
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